
When the waves are surging or at low tide, we can't go.

About Omijima?About Omijima?About Omijima?

Something you can
             do only here!!

Everyone can
      enjoy!

Unusual experience!

Omijima is designated as a Quasi-National Park.
We call this area “Sea Alps” because the site 
looks like the alps are on the ocean.
You can enjoy many caves and precipitous cliffs 
and more.
Its very artistic!



Around Omijima course
  大人 ¥2200
  小人 ¥1100
We sail around Omijima. It 
takes about 80minutes.
If sea is calm, we can go 
into 4 caves.

Kannon cave course
  大人 ¥1700
  小人   ¥850
You can enjoy the dynamic 
spectacle of Omijima. It 
takes about an hour.
If sea is calm, we can go 
into 2 caves.

Akase course
  大人 ¥1300
  小人   ¥650
You can enjoy the most 
vivid view in Omijima. It 
takes about 50 minutes.

Inland sea course
  大人 ¥1300
  小人   ¥650
Y o u  c a n  e n j o y  t h e  
beautiful view from the 
ship. It  takes about 50 
minutes.

Oshima course
  大人 ¥1400
  小人   ¥700
We will take you to the east 
coast side of Omijima. You 
can enjoy the precipitous 
cliffs. It takes about an hour.

Oshima course
Around Omijima course

Inland sea course

Natural rock named 
Natural rock named 

Kannon-sama which 
Kannon-sama which 

means goddess of 
means goddess of 
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Natural rock named 

Kannon-sama which 

means goddess of 

Kannon!?

The view of whitecap crashed on the rock are very artistic!

The view of whitecap crashed on the rock are very artistic!

Akase course

Kannon cave course

  This place will bring 
you matrimonial happiness

off-seasonoff-season

during the seasonduring the season

off-season

during the season The main view spot in Omijima!
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The main view spot in Omijima!
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So excited!
So excited!
So excited!
So excited!
So excited!

The picture “Dawn Tide” The picture “Dawn Tide” 
which painted on the wall ofwhich painted on the wall of
the new Imperial Palace the new Imperial Palace 
came from here!came from here!
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The hight is 
The hight is    377 feet!!
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The Sea AlpsThe Sea AlpsThe Sea Alps

Diving spotDiving spotDiving spot

Diving spotDiving spotDiving spot
Takayama Takayama 
camping villagecamping village
Takayama 
camping village

Original tree of Original tree of 
Chinese citronChinese citron
Original tree of 
Chinese citron

Omijima camping villageOmijima camping villageOmijima camping village

Whale MuseumWhale MuseumWhale Museum
Whale TombWhale TombWhale Tomb

松島松島松島


